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reserve study is one of
the most important documents assisting a stable

and sustainable community association. This document is a financial
roadmap for the replacement and
repair of common components within
an association. Overview information
can be gleaned from a quick review.
Important details can be obtained by
a more careful reading.
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THE RESERVE STUDY
Reserve studies are
typically prepared
by a Professional
Engineer (P.E.) or
Reserve Specialist
(R.S.). The process
entails a site visit to
examine/evaluate
common components
and a financial plan
to repair/replace
components as they
wear. The study report
is typically lengthy
and detailed.

I

t needs to be detailed enough to
provide information to the trustee
boards, accountants, property managers, and attorneys. However, it must
also be understandable for homeowners.
RESERVE STUDY KEY ATTRIBUTES
A comprehensive reserve study should
provide four key attributes:

1

Reserve Fund Budget
The reserve budget, also described
as a funding plan, is a list of the
recommended annual contributions
to the association reserve fund and
annual expenditures to cover reserve
components over the course of the 30year study. Typically, the recommended
contribution increases at a rate approximately equal to the anticipated rate
of inflation over the course of the study.
More than one funding plan option may
be presented. Option differences should

be clearly understood by the various
association constituencies before being
implemented. Funding goals can vary
from fully funded (most conservative) to
baseline (minimum cash flow to keep the
fund above zero) funding. Associations
typically target funding somewhere in
between these extremes. Currently, there
are no specific statutory funding requirements in New England states.

2

Reserve Fund Percent Funded
The reserve fund percent funded is
a measure of the health of the association’s reserve fund. Expressed as a percentage, it is calculated at the beginning
of the fiscal year and is the ratio of the
actual reserve balance to the calculated
theoretical fully-funded reserve balance.
One-hundred-percent funded means the
association has a proportionally correct
balance to date for common components
maintained.

FIGURE 1:
Sample
Community
Association
Projections
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FIGURE 2:
Sample
Community
Association
Component
Detail

3

Reserve Study Projections
Projections detail the financial
road map for the association over
the next 30 years. Per the CAI R.S. standard, the minimum projection period is
20 years. However, 30 years is more typical and most helpful. Projections define
the timetable for repairs/replacements.
Contributions and expenses over time
are listed as shown in Figure 1.
For under-funded associations, a plan
to achieve 100 percent funding over 30
years is a typical recommendation. The
percentage target can be modified/reduced based on association preferences.
For well-funded associations, a plan to
remain fiscally healthy will be presented
in the projections.

4

Common Component Inventory
The study should include a
complete listing of common components the association is responsible
for, based on the governing documents.
As shown in Figure 2, the following in-

formation should be provided for each
component:

■ Description and possibly service con-

■ Quantity, typically measured in square

■ Current association experience with

■ Placed-in-service date (may be

■ Rationale for increasing or decreasing

feet, or number of individual pieces.

the actual date, if known, or estimated
based on current condition).

■ Useful life from typical industry stan-

dards and experience.

■ Remaining life based on site visit

evaluation.

■ Replacement year anticipated.
■ Current and future costs (costs may

be based on standard estimating
services, analyst experience, and/or
discussions with association service
contractors).

Analyst’s comments to include:

tractor responsible for the component.
component.
useful life.

CAI R.S. standards require “a tabular
listing of the component inventory, component quantity or identifying descriptions, useful life, remaining useful life,
and current replacement cost.”
Quantities for each component are essential for accurate reserve study updates
every two to three years. These quantities
should be measured by the analyst during
the site visit. Poor studies will list only
a dollar total for a component with no
supporting information. In this scenario,
it will be difficult to accurately update the
component cost in future studies. For example, if the cost of re-roofing increases
by $1 per square foot, and the roofing
March 2018
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area is listed, a new cost can be easily
calculated. However, if the roof component is simply listed as $500,000, but no
quantity is listed, there is no accurate
way of checking or updating component
pricing without measuring the roof area,
since it will not likely be known what
unit cost was used to prepare the dollar
total. If dollar totals are used, the source
should be cited.
RESERVE STUDY LIMITATIONS
When reading the reserve study, it is
important to realize its limitations. The
study will typically assume that components were installed properly with no
construction defects. Components will
be assumed operational and well maintained. Exceptions to these assumptions
can be added to the study based on site
observations and input from community
experience. The projections are based
on best estimates by the analyst. Discrepancies are inevitable but overall the
study will be a good planning tool.
READING THE STUDY
Here’s what to look for when either
seeking a quick overview or digging into
details. A quick scan can yield insights
into the health of an association reserve
fund, while a more in-depth examination will yield more detailed information useful to specific constituencies.
■ Quick Scan

Each report should include pages to
allow a quick scan to check the health
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When reading the reserve study, it is important
to realize its limitations. The study will typically
assume that components were installed properly
with no construction defects.
of the association. A table of contents
and index allow key information to be
efficiently located. Important information for the quick scan should be easy
to see on concise pages and not run
across several pages.
An executive summary should
include:
■ Brief description of the community

(including the number of units and
physical description).

■ Study financial assumptions (the

most important assumptions are
inflation rate and the annual reserve
contribution increase).

■ Reserve fund financial condition as

reflected by percent funded calculation.

■ Funding plan.

Charts and graphs should also be provided to illustrate the distribution of cur-

rent funds and the financial projections.
A one-page projection summary (Figure 1) shows the balance of the reserve
fund over time, inflows from member
funding contributions, and outflows
from capital expenditures. With a
prudent plan, the percent funded will
increase over time to the desired longterm target for the association.
The format of the reserve study report
is key to allowing a quick scan. Large
spreadsheets on multiple pages are difficult to follow and should be avoided.
■ More Detailed Reading

After the quick scan, which introduces
the information in the study and gives
the reader an overview of the health
of the association, the reader can get
a better understanding of the association’s roadmap by looking at more
detailed sections.

A review of the calculation of percent
funded will show lists of components,
grouped by category, with individual

FIGURE 3:
Sample
Community
Association
Executive
Summary
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lifespans, current costs, and fully
funded balances for a 100-percentfunded association.
Managers and accountants needing
more detail can refer to the accounting
summary that shows how current reserve
funds are distributed among reserve
components. Graphic charts are helpful
for quick understanding.
The listing of annual expenditures is
very useful to understand when peaks
and valleys in repair/replacement spending occur. The listing of projected annual
expenditures can be used by the association to request more detailed inspections
of components when the end of their
useful life is approaching. The list forms
a type of rolling “punch list” of items to
review over time and can be considered
analogous to the recommended service
intervals for a car.
In high spending years, many components are scheduled to be replaced. If
a reserve study is updated before these
high expense years, the useful life of
components that have worn better than

expected may be extended to distribute
the spending over several years. Trusted
contractors can also evaluate components they are familiar with to help create a plan for replacement over time.
Finally, the component detail list
(Figure 2) can be reviewed. Photos are
helpful in identifying components for all
readers that may not be as familiar with
association or construction descriptions.
It is very helpful to have all of the information about a component available on
one page. A more general photo section
at the end of a study is less relevant.
Reviewing the comments of the preparer
will shed light on the condition of a
component and any special needs or association experience. Any assumptions
that have been made regarding placed-

MRG

in-service dates, useful life, or remaining
life will be described. Quantities and calculation details for cost of components
can also be reviewed and verified.
In conclusion, a high-level reader and
a detailed reader can both get what they
need from a well-constructed reserve
study. The quick scan can help the reader
understand the general condition of the
association relative to reserves, while
a detailed reading can yield in-depth
information about future cash flows and
common component specifics.
■ PAUL HUIJING, P.E., IS WITH
ADVANCED RESERVE SOLUTIONS
IN WILBRAHAM, MA.

46 Gloucester Street
Boston, MA 02115
www.mrgproperty.com
617.517.0854

24/7 Boston and Worcester Based Full Service Property Managment
•
•
•
•
•

•

Building Operations
Maintenance and Repairs
Vendor Selection and Negotiation
Financial Reporting
Leasing Services

Proactive Communications

•
•
•
•
•

•

Fiduciary Responsibility
Risk Management, Safety and Insurance
Long Term Management Planning
Construction and Project Management Services
Online Homeowner Resource Center

24/7 Professional Responsiveness & Emergency Services

Call Us Today for a Free Onsite Consultation at 617.517.0854 or send an email to info@mrgproperty.com
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